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The Hitchcocks they don’t talk about 
 

1) Earlier 

 

Not all Hitchcock’s early movies bear revisiting: the fact that they’ve all survived, and 

are now available on miraculously-digitally-cleaned-up DVDs, only makes it clear 

what clunkers some of them are. When the print is scratchy and blurred, you make 

allowances, but when it looks like a black-and-white film only shot last week, you 

suffer. 

 Until Number Seventeen (1932), set the pattern, Hitchcock wasn’t just a director 

of thrillers, but also of comedies, melodramas, filmed plays – everything except 

musicals. In the thrillers, however, you can see him developing his style, indulging his 

obsessions, and finding new and improved ways of filming his favourite things – 

trains, tunnels, stairwells, blonde women, and meals. 

 Juno and the Paycock (1930), has, I presume, the best screenplay Hitchcock ever 

worked with. But he shoots it all in medium shot, from the front, a lot of it is cut, and 

neither he nor the cast – despite being headed by Sara Allgood, who was Juno in the 

Abbey Theatre original – seem interested. You can’t watch it, it’s so uninvolving. 

 The Skin Game (1931), is, like Juno, a filmed play (by Galsworthy), and, like 

Juno, tells a rattling good yarn – in which Hitchcock seems more involved than he 

does in the Irish drama. Galsworthy’s English, middle-class issues – property, family 

reputation and rural tradition – get him going in a way that O’Casey’s corresponding 

Irish proletarian and political ones don’t – it’s clear that politics turned him off (see 

below). Though much of the film is, like Juno, done in long-held medium shot, it has 

one very gripping sequence – the auction – where the camera zip-pans like crazy from 

bidder to bidder; and has a central performance from Edmund Gwenn as the charmy 

smarmy property-developer bad guy which is extraordinarily well-calculated, and 

which the cast support with maximum conviction. The Skin Game is very gripping – 

but it might be directed by Anthony Asquith. 

 So might The Manxman (1929), a straightforward melodrama with, apart from one 

or two shots of people staring voyeuristically through windows, no sign that it’s a film 

directed by Hitchcock at all. 

 It was not always thus. In the silent comedy Champagne (1928), which is 

characteristic of Hitchcock’s later work in that it concerns a smart but vulnerable 

blonde threatened by a variety of sinister middle-aged men, some suspiciously 

overweight, there’s a moment that really could have been filmed yesterday. The 

heroine is in a posh restaurant, trying to rendezvous with her boyfriend, when 

suddenly she notices one of the middle-aged predators on the other side of the room. 

Hitchcock does a slight tracking movement past her as she stares; then dollies across 

the room (zoom not being around in 1928) towards the suspect, as she recognises him. 

It has the subtle camerawork of modern cinema, or of mature Hitchcock. The rest of 

the film, aided by Betty Balfour’s performance in the lead, is charming and engaging. 

 But when sound came, Hitchcock lost his cool temporarily, in awe at the new 

dimension he’d been given. Blackmail (1929) and Murder! (1930), are full of 

dragging scenes, leaden dialogue, badly-framed shots, stupid situations, and, in the 

case of Herbert Marshall in Murder!, the rare cinematic sight of a leading man who 

hasn’t rehearsed some scenes properly and doesn’t know what he’s doing (Paul 

Newman has the same problem in Torn Curtain, thirty-six years later). How they get 

the climax of Blackmail on to the roof of the British Museum is mysterious even after 

three viewings (Michael Powell said it was his idea) 
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 Now and again the films come to life, for isolated sequences. Reprehensible as is 

Hitchcock’s obsession with ladies dressing and undressing, when they do so – as with 

the stage manager’s wife struggling into her knickers in the first scene of Murder!, or 

Anny Ondra putting on the tutu in the climactic scene of Blackmail, we have to 

concede that he gets us to share his obsession. The crane shot which follows Ondra 

and Cyril Ritchard up flight after flight of stairs in Blackmail is compulsive viewing; 

and there’s a surreal backstage scene in Murder! in which two policemen interview 

the cast of a play (it looks like Charley’s Aunt), during the performance, with the 

witnesses’ statements having to be interrupted as they make comic entrances, and yell 

off-stage lines. In another scene in Murder!, Herbert Marshall’s in bed first thing in 

the morning, when his landlady comes in with a cup of tea, four screaming children, 

and a kitten. Marshall – more relaxed than he is elsewhere in the film – has to balance 

the tea, while warding off the kids and the kitten and listening to a vital piece of 

exposition from the landlady, which neither he nor we can hear properly. As two 

children rummage under the sheets for the kitten, we stare, in case one of them 

realises that Marshall (in reality, not in the movie), has a leg missing. Only Hitchcock 

could have thought these things up. We remember how he went overboard about 

Catherine Deneuve’s amputated leg in Buñuel’s Tristana. 

 Rich and Strange (1931), Hitchcock’s seventh sound film, shows that he’s learned 

fast (well, fairly fast). Dialogue is much more economical, and there are far more 

wordless sequences than in Blackmail or Murder! Try the opening, which jettisons all 

dialogue to concentrate on a running gag about the hero’s umbrella – or the sequence 

at Port Said, where Elsie Randolph samples carpets in the bazaar. Setting most of the 

film on a cruise ship makes long, stage-bound patches of dialogue impossible anyway. 

The blue-screen effects and exotic re-creations are all professionally done. 

 The comic fable – a lower-middle-class couple strike it rich, determine to see the 

world, find the world to be a horrid place, and nearly break up discovering just how 

horrid – is very well-sustained by Joan Barry and Henry Kendall, even though the 

boyfriend she finds looks old enough to be her father, and even though Kendall bears 

a disconcerting resemblance to T.S.Eliot. The last reel, in which they’re stranded 

alone on a sinking ship in the China Seas, is the most gripping sequence in any 

Hitchcock film to date – a kind of look-forward to Titanic and look-back to The 

Navigator. 

 Rich and Strange was a commercial flop; the public preferred clunkers like 

Murder! So next he made Number Seventeen (1932) by way of atonement. Number 

Seventeen is short, fast, and furious. It also exploits what Hitchcock knew by now was 

one very powerful cinematic metaphor – the stairwell; and explores one which he’d 

just discovered – a train rushing out of control through tunnel after tunnel. The film’s 

first fifty minutes are set almost entirely around a huge, vaginal stairwell – into which 

the extremely pretty blonde heroine falls, tied to a collapsed ceiling-beam with the 

policeman hero, and faints twice while dangling there (she’s played by Ann Casson, 

Sybil Thorndike’s daughter). The film’s last ten minutes are set entirely on a phallic 

goods train, out of control because the bad guys have killed the entire crew. There’s 

also the first-ever MacGuffin, in the shape of “the Suffolk diamonds”, which every 

single member of the cast is after, from one motive or another, and which excuses all 

of them being around the stairwell, and on the train. It’s all jolly good fun. 

 However, if you go back to The Ring (1927), the silent boxing melodrama which 

was hailed as the Finest British Film So Far, you see a vast array of cinematic 

vocabulary which, in his early sound pictures, even in Rich and Strange, and Number 

Seventeen, Hitchcock just jettisoned – perhaps in the belief that words would now 
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carry the narrative. It was a natural misjudgement; but with wordless images you can 

do it so much more vividly and economically. There’s the squeaky-clean “Round 2” 

sign in the early sequence of The Ring, to indicate that the hero, “One-Round Jack”, 

has met his match at last. There’s the dissolve-sequence in which, further on, his 

name creeps up a succession of boxing posters (all on the same billboard) to indicate 

how much more successful he’s getting. There’s the blurred shot of the pianist’s arms 

and fingers at the party, to show how pissed and crazy everyone’s becoming. Best of 

all is the post-fight celebration that doesn’t happen, in which Hitchcock does it all by 

dissolving from a tray of bubbling champagne-glasses, to a tray of flat champagne-

glasses. 

 Several important moments are implied, invisible, out of shot. 

 There are flaws in the casting of The Ring: Ian Hunter (Lionheart to Flynn’s Robin 

Hood, Theseus to Cagney’s Bottom) is too gentlemanly for the heavy, and Carl 

Brisson too sharp-looking for the dumb hero; but Gordon Harker is brilliant as the 

hero’s trainer – unrecognisable from his performance as the heroine’s dad in 

Champagne. 

 Look at the row between the hero and his wife in the hotel room, and you’ll make 

the ultimate discovery in movie appreciation – words are superfluous. Sound wasn’t 

necessary. 

 The Lodger (earlier in 1927) is remarkable not for the tension of its narrative, 

which is fair-to-middling, and though gripping, predictable, but for the way it too 

looks both backwards and forwards. Ivor Novello as the eponymous protagonist 

borrows his slow stare, big eyes, stiff upright posture and somnambulist walk from 

Max Schrenk in Nosferatu. But the shots from overhead looking down staircases, the 

omnipresent threat to blonde females, the obsession with breakfast, and the multifold 

minutiae of English shabby-gentility, all look forward to Hitchcock’s later work. 

 Hitchcock told Truffaut that The Lodger was the first Hitchcock film he ever 

made, even though he’d made four films before it. You could argue that it was the 

only Hitchcock film he ever made, and that the rest of his oeuvre is endless acts of 

repetition. One two-shot has Malcolm Keen as the policeman hero eyeballing 

Novello, profile to profile. Keen’s nose was so Mr Punch-pointy that we can tell that 

Hitchcock, who normally shot him in full-face (see The Manxman), must have 

intended something: and suddenly we rush forward in our minds to John Gavin and 

Anthony Perkins, eyeballing one another over the motel reception-desk. And although 

dangling, trapped with your hands cuffed to an East End railing, a victim of mistaken 

identity, while a mob tries to rip you apart, isn’t exactly the same as having Martin 

Landau stand on your hand as you dangle off Mount Rushmore, it’s an experience 

recognisably from the same stable. We do note, however, that where Joan Fontaine 

will distrust Cary Grant and Cary Grant will have no confidence in Ingrid Bergman, 

this heroine keeps faith with Ivor Novello through thick and thin. 

 The early sound films are in another world, suddenly pole-axed by the new 

technology. They’re slow, dumb and boring by contrast with the late silents. But it 

doesn’t take Hitchcock too long to get back on form. 

 After Number Seventeen, he made the first and infinitely superior version of The 

Man Who Knew Too Much. 

 And after that, The Thirty-Nine Steps … 
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2) Later 

 

After WWII, Hitchcock’s work underwent a brief crisis. 

 The Paradine Case (1947) depends on a risky implausible, one to which 

Hitchcock will return, with greater success. Just as, in Marnie, Sean Connery will 

prefer the frigid and half-crazed Tippi Hedren to the witty and available Diane Baker, 

and just as – most obsessively – James Stewart will, in Vertigo, prefer the remote and 

boring Kim Novak to the cuddly, bright, and available Barabara bel Geddes, so here, 

Gregory Peck goes for Alida Valli, and turns away from Ann Todd. 

 Perhaps the mistake lay in making Todd into Peck’s “terribly-terribly” wife of ten 

years, instead of into the nice girl in the office; perhaps it lay in making the available-

but-rejected woman a blonde, and the inaccessible woman dark-haired, thus inverting 

Hitchcock’s standard iconography. That, plus, perhaps, the impossibility of believing 

in Gregory Peck – the Abraham Lincoln of American movie stars – as a professional 

Englishman momentarily led from off the path of virtue by romantic fixation. When, 

at the film’s climax, Peck is asked to show, in remorseless close-up, that his erotic 

fantasy-world has fallen apart, he can’t do it. 

 But I rather think the mistake lay in Hitchcock giving his own wife (with James 

Bridie helping) the job of writing the script. Trial scenes are normally quite 

compelling, but this one drags on and on, and you often lose its logic. It’s clear that 

the real drama centred on the crime, which may have involved bisexuality on Louis 

Jourdan’s part and even a bit of nymphomania on the part of Alida Valli – shades of 

Rebecca! – but this being 1947, such things have to be left as the most remote 

subtexts; the film’s ostensible drama is Valli’s trial for the murder of her husband, and 

Peck’s obsession with her. The movie is thus inside-out. We were also obviously 

supposed, once, to feel for Ethel Barrymore, as the simpatico wife of the hard and 

lecherous judge (Charles Laughton, wasted): but their roles seem to have been cut to 

ribbons. 

 The two most striking shots are those in which the camera pans around Valli’s 

expressionless face, as Jourdan, being led first into and then out of the courtroom, 

stares at her, fixated with hatred. The film thus has at its core two passionate Latins, 

surrounded by brittle Brits who are either sexless (Peck and Todd) or a bit kinky 

(Laughton). The unreal, out-of-touch, “terribly-terribly” Brits have to expel the real, 

hot-blooded Mediterranean people from their midst – which is what they do. 

 Under Capricorn (1949) starts very well, with Cecil Parker as the fresh governor 

of New South Wales (it’s 1831), addressing his new subjects, to a reception of hostile 

indifference. The culture of the colony, in which so many of the leading citizens are 

“emancipists” (that is, Magwitches), is very well set up; and there’s even a scene in 

which Parker takes his first Australian bath. Joseph Cotten seems very good at being 

dark and inscrutable; Michael Wilding has an excellent light comedy touch as the 

money-grubbing hero. 

 It’s when Wilding, against Parker’s orders, goes to dine at Cotten’s palatial 

residence, that the film goes gooey. Hitchcock, for no discernable reason, eschews 

edits, and insists on virtuoso long takes, with doors, walls, and tables flying away 

invisibly to make way for the heavyweight camera dollies. This is intriguing for a 

while: but then Ingrid Bergman enters in the middle of one of the virtuoso long takes, 

as Cotten’s alcoholic Irish wife, and the scenario slows to a crawl. Bergman seems at 

first to have studied her brogue professionally, but after one scene she drops it, and 

reverts to the multi-purpose Euro-English with which we’re familiar from all her other 

films. 
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 The film ceases to be about Australia’s early days, and becomes a study of 

Bergman’s attempt to dry out and reassert her authority over the household. Echoes of 

Rebecca again proliferate, with Margaret Leighton as Mrs Danvers, in love this time 

with the master of the house, not the late mistress. The plot stops for long, long-held 

two-shots, and the tension focuses on, which of three scrubby maidservants will cook 

the best breakfast? and, how will Bergman cope with a waltz at Government House? 

Cotten’s dark, inscrutable quality begins to look like the low-key manner of an actor 

who has no idea what he’s doing, and who’s getting no help from a director he 

thought he could trust – shades of Herbert Marshall earlier and Paul Newman later. 

 One gargantuan take has Bergman confessing to Wilding how she committed the 

crime for which Cotten was transported. Any self-respecting film-maker would have 

done it in flashback; but it looks as if, infatuated with Bergman, Hitchcock has no 

self-respect left. 

 The last reel picks up again, with Leighton putting a severed head in Bergman’s 

bed, and Bergman realising that she’s been poisoned: but of course this is somewhere 

we’ve been before. Some tension in the finale isn’t reward enough for a hour of 

tedium in the middle. 

 Hitchcock had temporarily lost it. 

 

3) Late 

 

Towards the end, after Marnie, Hitchcock lost it again for three films in a row. His 

favourite cinematographer and his favourite editor both died. Bernard Herrman 

stopped writing his music. He made two complete duds in Europe, then returned to 

England and made another, which is some ways even worse. 

 Hitchcock rarely does politics so that you believe in them – which country is it 

that has an organisation of spies working for them called “The Thirty-Nine Steps”? Of 

which country is Ropa the prime minister, or whatever – he who is to be assassinated 

at the Albert Hall in The Man Who Knew Too Much? What are Claude Rains and his 

Nazis going to do with all that uranium hidden in the wine-bottles in the cellar in 

Notorious? It’s a pretend world out of which to spin situations – nothing to do with 

the real thirties and forties. The next two films pretend to be more sophisticated, more 

relevant to the politics of their age – and behold! they fall flat on their faces. 

 Torn Curtain (1966) is a Cold War spy thriller, and a dated one. It seems at first to 

benefit from having an actor in the lead – Paul Newman – able to make any line 

convincing, which is especially advantageous, because for the first forty minutes of 

the movie we don’t know whether he’s lying or not, about why he’s defecting to East 

Germany. Newman even appears only minimally embarrassed with the heavy-handed 

exposition scene – done on an East German tractor in front of a blue screen – which 

clarifies our minds, and makes it clear he’s on the side of capitalism, U.S. 

imperialism, and thus the angels, after all. 

 Soon after this revelation occurs the film’s most famous sequence, in which 

Newman and an East German farm lady kill Newman’s minder, from the Stasi. 

Hitchcock wanted to demonstrate how difficult it really was to kill someone if, as 

here, you couldn’t shoot him because the killing had to be done in silence. But the 

scene carries so many implausibles that it forfeits all credit: first, we have to believe 

that a Stasi agent would be as poorly trained in unarmed combat as this one seems to 

be; second, that there’d be only one sharp knife in the kitchen; and third – I’m open to 

correction here – that a remote farmhouse in the good old days of the DDR would be 

connected to the gas mains. 
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 When Newman arrives minderless in Leipzig, and the authorities seem only 

minimally puzzled, you know you’re being taken for a ride. Julie Andrews is there, 

too, along with Newman for the ride too. We’re supposed to get tense with her over 

his doubtful patriotism. It’s difficult for us because his patriotism is so obvious, and, 

as the plot goes astray into inconsequentiality after inconsequentiality, it looks as if 

Newman’s finding it harder and harder to put his usual manic concentration into what 

he’s doing. The sight of an actor who, like Newman, is usually inspired, walking 

through a thing professionally, is very annoying, and you switch off. 

 The designs of Hein Heckroth (he designed A Matter of Life and Death) are often 

striking, creating by glass-shots the East German locations in which the film, 

obviously, couldn’t be shot. It’s just a pity about the tepid and predictable action that 

happens within them. 

 Here’s a Trivial Pursuit question – which Hitchcock film has a close-up in it of 

Che Guevara? Answer – Topaz (1969), an even duller and more incomprehensible 

Cold War thriller, made in the year of the Cuban Missile Crisis, and featuring lots of 

men in grey suits and women with plastic hairstyles. It opens, though, with an 

excellent sequence, virtually wordless, in which a Russian family defects to the CIA 

(played by John Forsythe), after escaping from three KGB thugs in a Copenhagen 

porcelain factory. This being post-North By Northwest Hitchcock, we know (i) that 

the smarter the suits the bad guys wear, the worse the guys will be, and (ii) some 

porcelain’s going to get smashed. We’re trained in the conventions, and the tension 

lies in seeing, not what will happen, but how it will happen. 

 But in the second reel interest flags at once with the appearance of the leading 

man, Frederick Stafford, who seems to think he’s Roger Moore but isn’t; you can tell 

from the first shot of him that he’ll never make it as a movie star. Next, the actor who 

plays the Russian defector has a German accent (in fact Swedish), as thick as Anton 

Diffring’s. Serious misjudgement on Hitchcock’s part is palpable in both areas, but 

especially in the first. The actor we’re supposed to be most interested is boring and 

uncommitted: even an embarrassed Paul Newman would be better than him. Only 

Claude Jade – Antoine Doinel’s wife in the Truffaut films – brings a bit of animation 

to the flat dialogue. But if you blink you miss her. 

 Three-quarters-of-the-way through, Michel Piccoli and Philip Noiret turn up (the 

latter on a crutch for no obvious reason: I assume the actor needed one), speaking 

heavily-accented English, as two corrupt French NATO diplomats. The scene 

between them falls to the floor, creeps on its belly towards the door, and drops dead 

on the mat. I imagine they took the parts because it was a Hitchcock film, and 

Truffaut urged them to; if so, they must all have been very disappointed. 

 There’s a hotel sequence filmed half from the other side of the street, half in the 

building. The mysterious exterior shots, where you can see the characters but can’t 

hear them, lead you to expect great things when Hitchcock moves in to the hotel 

itself: but inside, the action is unconvincing. 

 Hitchcock isn’t interested. Perhaps he was asleep. There are no vulnerable 

blondes, trains, or tunnels, to get his juices flowing (there is a stairwell towards the 

end, but if you blink, again, you miss it). 

 These two films do not look like Hitchcock at all. They might be directed by 

Robert Wise or Mark Robson, and even then, on an off-day. Hitchcock’s usual 

preoccupations, about sexuality and mistrust, are missing, and the standard Hitchcock 

cinematic imagery has been jettisoned in favour of blandness. The pace is sluggish, 

the situations unconvincing, the excitement minimal. The Cold War – a weird series 
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of illusions even when depicted by the US Military Industrial Establishment in 

“reality” – goes limp when dealt with by the increasingly exhausted Alfred Hitchcock. 

 Watch Number Seventeen instead. It has ten times the energy, and ten times the 

cinematic skill. And it’s only just over an hour long. 

 Frenzy (1972), the first film Hitchcock had made in England since the second of 

the two Men Who Knew Too Much, was talked-of with excitement at the time of its 

shooting. Hitch was back in Britain! Everybody wanted to be in it – Barry Foster, Jon 

Finch, Barbara Leigh-Hunt, Alec McCowen, Anna Massey, and the rest, were seen as 

privileged people … until tales got back of their disillusion. Hitchcock was so 

uninterested that he really did keep falling asleep during takes. 

 It’s The Lodger, revisited: a serial killer stalking, not the East End, but the West 

End of London; a man wrongly accused. But where The Lodger, set at the time of 

crystal-sets, is now a period piece, Frenzy is still recent enough to look contemporary 

– and neither Hitchcock nor his scenarist, Anthony Shaffer, seem in touch with 1970s 

London at all. It has as much to do with the real London as the two previous movies 

have to do with the real Cold War. 

 The script is an Agatha. It has Agatha-characters, Agatha-locations, Agatha-

scenes, and Agatha-dialogue: 

 
 Foster: There’s no need to call the police. 

 Leigh-Hunt: What makes you think I was going to call the police? 

 Foster: Just intuition, I suppose. 

 

 … Agatha, with bits of Harold thrown in: 

 
 Foster: That’s a frugal lunch you’ve got there. Very frugal. 

 

 Now the sign of a professional is that when an Agatha comes your way, you don’t 

flinch, you don’t short-change the people out front, but you work at it as if it was 

Chekhov – or, indeed, as if it was Harold. That’s what the cast does here – but before 

a cinecamera you can see them working hard at it in intimate detail, and, as with the 

previous two films, you soon switch off. Actors on their own, directorless, can have 

moments, but if the director isn’t supporting them, you can tell, and it’s no fun. 

They’re trying to be committed, but in a vacuum. 

 Suddenly, Frenzy gets really bad. Foster rips Leigh-Hunt’s bra off (revealing the 

first-ever Hitchcock nipple), lies on top of her, and, with them both keeping perfectly 

still, cries out “Lovely!” three or four times. At first you wonder if the whole scene 

isn’t supposed to be a game – a Pinteresque game! – which they play regularly; but 

then you realise that what you’re witnessing is all the censor would allow in 1972 by 

way of a filmed rape. As Foster keeps his trousers on and his flies done up, it looks, 

and is, silly. 

 The rape in Frenzy is as unconvincing as the killing of the secret policeman in 

Torn Curtain. When Hitchcock was forced by the conventions of earlier days to 

suggest these things merely, it was stylish and chilling: but when in 1972 he wanted 

to, could, and did, show a bit more, it’s an embarrassment. He stands revealed as the 

covert sadist, creepy voyeur and synaesthesic fetishist which probably he always was 

– obsessed with potatoes, women’s bodies, food as substitute for sex, sex as substitute 

for food, staircases, groundless accusations, and prison cells. 
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 You turn your eyes away from Frenzy, dreaming of Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine, 

James Stewart, Grace Kelly, Robert Donat, Madeleine Carroll, and even of Kim 

Novak. 

 

The mystery is – how, after three such disasters on the trot, was Hitchcock able to 

terminate his career with so assured and stylish a film as Family Plot (1976)? 

Everything about it – script (by Ernest Lehman, who did North by Northwest), 

camerawork, back projections, music (by John Williams, fresh from Jaws), the lot – is 

spot on: and above all, the acting (William Devane, Barbara Harris, Bruce Dern, 

Karen Black, Ed Lauter – especially the miraculously-recurring Cathleen Nesbitt, she 

who had once bathed naked in Byron’s Pool with Rupert Brooke), gives the 

impression of an ensemble that’s well-rehearsed, happy, and confident that the 

director knows exactly what he wants from them. It’s a world away from Piccoli and 

Noiret, at sea in Topaz. 

 There are brilliant set-pieces: the drugging and kidnap of the bishop in the 

cathedral, and the run down the hill in the car whose brakes have failed, are as good 

as anything in North by Northwest. 

 Just before he died, Hitchcock was himself again. 


